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Amended proposal  for a 
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND  COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
on the legal protection of designs 
(presented by  the Commission pursuant to Article 189a(2) 
of the EC  Treaty) ( ,, 
. : EXPLANATORY MEMORAND.UM . 
. · GENERAL PRESENTATION 
· In Jariu~ 1994, the· Commissiori  submittedJo the  Council and  the European Parliament··· 
. proposals ("the .Proposals'i) for a Regulation ·qn the Cpmmunity de.sign°> (1'the ·Re~latimi") 
· and.for a Directive on the  Ie~al protection of designs(2) ("the .Directive'T  . 
The 'Economic  and  Social .Committee  adopted  a  fir~t  opinion  on 6  July  1994c
3> and  an.· 
additional opinipn ·on  22,Febiuar:y,  1995<
4>~. 
·> 
•  _I  •  •  '  '  '  .  ..,  • 
·The European Parliament decided 'to discuss the proposal for the Directive first and to conduct 
the. second reading when it adopts a position on the proposal for a  Regulation. Follo.wing this 
decision, ·Parliament. adopted  its  ·opinion  on  ~he  Directive  during  its  plenary  session 
of 9 -·13 October ·1995<5>.  ·  ·  · 
In it~ opinion,  Padiamentfo1lo~ed the opinion of industries  i~ endorsing the Commission's . 
initiative.  Thi$ positive opinion is,  hpwever,' subject to p amendments.  .  ·  ,- , 
·'Parliament concentrated mainly on the definition of design,. the requirements for prote~tion,  ·~ ·. · 
'the exclusion from protection of  certain elements_ to promote interoperability of  products and, . 
in particular, on reproduction for,repair purposes. The·solutions chosen to resolve these issues· 
.·  .  are also of major importance for the future Regtilation, where most material prov1siorjs mus.t 
of course be identical to those found in the Directive;  . .  · 
r'  • 
'  . 
.  •  I 
..  The purpos~ of this amended proposal is to take a~count of these amendments and to clarify; 
where necessary, the .~ording of a number of provisions:  ·  · 
.  .  I  .  . .  '  .  . 
The Comniission• was  able to adopt all  amendments proposed by. the Europ$!an  Parliament. 
except one,' yvhich  concerned the  intrbdu~tion of the ideaof a legal assumption of novelty jn 
·infringement cases before national ·Courts: In.coilcrete 't.erms, the  arnen~qtent stated that, -in 
such cases;  the burden of proof on  the existe11ce  of a previous. and identical  design should 
always he assigned to the infringer:. Such a provision is not appropriate in the context of  the· 
; Directive, . bec~use  the  latter.  concerns  natiomil  registration  procedur¢s,  and  because 
Member ·States .are left free to deeide-'whetherthey wish· to let examining Offices establish  ·. 
the  novelty  ·of  a' design  prior to  registration. or iiot.  Where. Member 'States'· do have  an·. 
~xamining  Office, such ·a provision would be supeiiluous at best, because novelty would have 
been  established ex 'officio. -Furthermore,. and irrespective of the existence of su~h Offices, 
the provision would make unwarranted inroads on Member State rules on court procedure. 
Both reasons render the provision·undesirable In the.context-of the Directive....  ·  '~·  · ·. 
'.  ,'  .  .,  . .  '  \  . 
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•  I. · As  regards  one  other  amendment,  namely' that  relating  to the  requirement  of ·individual 
character (Article 5,  paragraph 1), the Commission has only with some reluctance been able 
to  follow  Parliament,  because  the  amendment  reduces  the  "threshold"  for  protection.  · . 
Moreover, the amendment also has some bearing on the second paragraph of Article 5.  This 
provision, which introduced a limitation of:the designs with which a comparison was to be 
ma~e  when assessing the individual character of  a design,. was intended to alleviate the effect 
of the  relatively  high  threshold  originally  proposed .  by  the  Commission  and .  to avoid  a 
situation where access to protection would have become unduly difficult As the provision has 
become superfluous  after the  lowering of the  "thfeshold"  requested by  Parliament,  it was 
d~leted in the· amended proposal·. 
EXPLA~ATIONS  AS TO THE RECITALS 
The only Parliament amendment relating to the recitals is a proposal for a new recital which, 
in tum,  is linked to the abovementioned proposal for a provision introducing a procedural 
· assumption. As. the Commission cannot, as mentioned above, accept th~t amendment,· it can 
only reject the recital referring to it as well...  '  . 
The. Commission  has,  on  the  o~her. h~d,  introduced  six  new  Recitals:  Recital  12a, 
which clarifies the amendment referring to. the protection criteria for parts in Article 3(3), 
. : Recitais  16a,  16b,  16c· and  16d,  which  refer  to  Article 14  and,  more  specifi~ally, to the· 
. remuneration  right  introduced  by  Parliament's  amendment  to  Article 14,  and,· finally, 
Recital  16e, which states the grounds for the new provision relating to a right to information, 
which was included in_ the amendment proposal as Article  16a.,  following an amendment by 
the European Parliament.  , 
.  .  . 
·For an explanation as to Recitals 12a,  16a,  16d and 16e, reference is made to the explanation 
givenin this memorandum in, relation  as  to the Articles to which they refer.  Recitals 16b 
and 16c are clarified hereunder. 
Recital 16b . 
This Recital clarifies one aspect in the application of the repair clause with a remuneration 
system.  In some cases,  an  agreement between the right holder and  th~ third party as to the 
amount of money which can, in a specific case, be deemed to represent a "fair and reasonable 
·.  · remuneration". may  be  lacking.  If the  application  of the  repair clause  were. to  be m!tde 
.  '  '  .J  •  '  . 
preconditional upon such an agreement, the third party 'would sometimes have to wait for a  . 
· considerable amount of time before an agreement is reached and before being able to use a 
· design for repair purposes. Where, in some cases, the remuneration would have to be fixed · 
through litigation or arbitration over the course of several years, the repair clause would have 
been rendered_· ineffective. The purpose of this Recital is to avert this dan.ger. 
Notwithstanding this Recital, the right holder remains protected against mala fide third parties 
through the safeguard provision introduced in Article 14,  paragraph 4. · 
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Recitai l6c 
.:  ,  •  ,  :.·  ,  ,I  •  •  •••  ,.._...,  •  • 
·This ·Recital has been intn)du.ced to make it clear·, that the use of the repair. Clause does not· 
in any way establish a relationship between the right holder imd the third party which ,can be  . 
. · comp_ared to that existing between a licensor and. a licensee. The· Recital also state's that the 
consumer who chooses· to have a product repaired with parts stemming  from  a·· third party 
does not thereby derive ap.y rights or clai111s ag_ainst the mimufacturer of  the-complex product.  .. 
The remaining amendments to the..fecitals aim atthe clarification ofthe text otth:e necessary  ·.' · 
a,daptation of the redtals (<;>llowing amendments of the Articles to 'which they relale.  . 
~  '  .  .  ~  .  .  .  .  . 
EXPLANATION-AS TO THE-ARTICLES: 
·_.:  . 
. In order to make it ·easier to cross-reference similar Arti.cles  which can  be found in both  .. 
· Proposals,  the  C~mmission has  added  headings ·to  the' various  Article~ for the  Directi~e 
proposaL it is und~rstood, h~wever, that these headings are not legally b,inding.  ·  · 
· Article. 1 · 
· Parakraph (a) 
·This  paragraph ·has  been  changed;  in  a~cordanc~ with  an.  amendme_nt- adopted  by  .the 
European Parliament;,, by adding wording to .the effect that the design to be protected must be 
· "outyvardly visible".·  .  · 
It must-first of ali be pointed ·out 'in  this  conte~t that the addition of a visibility criterion in 
Article 1 brings into focus a confusion concerning various meanings of  the' word "part" in the.  ·· 
. English language:  In Article  1, the word is used to describe  ~ny feature of a  product, while 
'in Article )(3) and in Articl.e  14, .the word is used to describe, in concrete terms, a component 
.part, which is usuaJly also a product in its own light. Thatis why the word "component" has· 
been added to  Art.icle 3(3) and to Article 14,  that is,  whenever the word  "part':  is used to 
. describe,  concretely~ a  componen~ part.  ·  · 
Bearing  this  -differentiation  in  mind,  the  .visibility  criterion  introduced  by  the 
:European P~rliamerit  can  be  looked  at  more .closely ..  · It must be· pointed  qut  that  the 
Commission does not expect this amendment to entail substantial changes in the applicatiOf1 
•  1 of the provision itself. Indeed; this amen.dment must not be confused with the amendment to 
Article 3, which states that' parts; in order ,tope eligible for protection, have to remain visiple 
. during the normal use of the complex:product they belong to.  The criterion introduced in  . 
Article 1 does not look at the visibility of  th~· part as component part ofa complex product, 
~s provided for in-Article 3(3), but of-tile appearance of  a produCt bra part thereof. Therefore,, 
·if a right -holder wishes to protect the appearance of, for example, the interior compartments' · 
. of a  suitcase  (which do  not  co.nstitute ·component  parts within  the  meaning of Article 3, 
·  ... paragraph (3),  but which  a:re  a  part within  the  meaning  of Article  1  ),  he  ~an _do  so  by 
.  applyin~ for  protection  of a  part  of a  product  which, , in the  case of' his  application;  is 
"the  compart~pents of a  suitcase".  The. design  for _which  protection  is  claime~ is. then 
()Utwardly ·visible.  ·  ·  · 
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Thus, an appe.arance will only be invisible and lead  to exclusion from protection in the rarest 
of cases, ·such as,  for example, the boring of a.firearm barrel. However, an  e?:Cclusion from 
protection for component parts of  complex products, which are independent products in their 
own  rig~t, may fop ow from the provision· iil Article 3,  paragraph (3). 
Another change is tpe addition of  the. wording "in particular'', where the Commission follows 
a proposal' of' the Economic and Social Committee  .. The intention of-this proposal is to clarify 
that the list of  features of appearance is not  ~eant to be exhaustive_. 
Finally, the addition of  the wording "texture" intends to add a dimension of design which was 
·deemed to" be "lacking in the orig~nal  proposal. 
Article 2 
Paragraph 2 (new/ 
This paragraph has been inserted' to clarify. that the scope of application of the Directive also 
. covers designs in Member States which do not' have a formal registration system, but where 
protection is granted after ·a deposit and official publication of the design. 
'. 
Paragraph 3 
To comply with the amendments made by  the European Parliament,  an  extra requirement  ·. 
relating to the protection of parts has  been added to this paragraph:  the visible features of 
paris of a complex product can  only  qualify  for protection in their own right if. the  parts 
are visible  during  .normal  use  of the  complex. product  The  amendment  is  especially 
relevant to the  automotive-industry,  where it  means that certain  spare  parts,  the  so-called 
"under-the-bonnet"_ parts, are ex((luded from  protection. 
In  order to avoid a confusion as regards the word  "part",  which, in English, can have .tWo 
meanings,  the word  "component"  has  been  added  to the text  (see  explanation  as  regards 
Article  1).  ·  ·  ·  · 
Paragraph 4 
Following the amendments adopted by the European Parliament as regards paragraph 3, _this 
paragraph defines the notion of "normal use". It should be noted that this requirement should 
not be understOQd  to mean that parts must be ~isible at all  times during normal ·use.  In the 
case of a car,  normal  use can also meap that someone sits in the back of the car,  ot walks 
around it The wording does, however, exclude from protection those· parts whose design does 
not  nonnally  play  a· role  for  the  consumer  because  it is  only  visible  during  repair  or 
maintenance. 
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Paragraph 2 (deleted) 
The original paragraph 2 has ·been  amended and moved to  ArtiCle 6  in.  the Directive. :This 
·  change is related to the amendment to Article 5,  paragraph (2),  which made it. pos~i~le ·to· 
regroup the· provision~ on the disclosure of. the ·design in a single provision which would be· 
applicable both to Article 4 and Article: 5.  .  . .  .  . .  .  . 
I  ·'  .. • 
· .. 
'Article 5 
Paragraph 1  ·. 
Paragraph l  defines the individual character of a design and, in effect, sets the threshold for 
protection:. The Europe~n Parliament has wished to lower th~s"thresnold bydeleting the word 
· "significantly".  Because .the  provisipn  still  contains the requirement  of. a  different  overall 
. impression,.this deletion does not unduly lower the threshold; and the Commission therefore 
feels  ~t can accept the amendment.:  . 
As a  consequence of the lowering of the  "thre·shold"~ the  C~nimission did,  however,  feel 
.·  compelled· to delete paragraph (~)/of  the initial proposal,· for. the· following ~~ason. In order· 
to alleviate_ the effect ofthe relatively'high threshold provided for in the ori~nal\vording of 
para~aph ( 1  ),  paragraph  (~) substantialiy restricted the designs which were to be taken into .. 
consideration as comparison material ·when,  assessing the indiv~dual character of  a design. 
Now that the "threshold  .. has been lowered, such a limitation would be counterproductive~ and 
the  comparison  should therefore he made with any design disclosed  bef~re the design  In 
question. This wording was easily 'integrated into paragraph (1 ).  This change, in tutn; made . 
it possible to have. a single -Article defining the concept-of "making !lvailable to  the public" . 
. for Article 4 as well  as for Article 5 (see the explanation_ concerning ArtiCle 6). · 
\. 
·Paragraph 2  · 
This paragraph (paragraph 3 in: the original' Cdnimi.ssion proposal) contains a set of  guidelines 
for  use  by  n~tional Courtswhen' assessing  the  individual character  of a  design.  In  this 
ass~ssment', commonalties with a  p~evious design were, originally, to be given more weig~t 
·than differences.  The intention of this provision was to make sure that, in order to  achiev~ 
p~otectability for  a new .design,  it would not be enoughto introduce ·a  certain  number of 
minor differences to an  ~xi  sting one.  However, following its  wi~h to· lower.. the "threshold" . 
in paragraph I, the European Padiament also wanted to give equal weight to commonalties · 
and differences. The amendment ofthe guideline in accordance with these wishes, however, ·. 
deprives it of its ·specific significance and  thereby  mak~s it redundant  The 'commission 
therefor~ chose to delete it  .in its amended proposal and to restnct the guidance to that relating. 
to the freedom of the designer.  ·  ·  ,  ·  ·. · ·Paragraph 1 
The  original  Article 4(2)  has  been  transferred  to  Article 6 since  this  provision· not  only 
concerns. Article 4,  but also Article 5,  ~n its I)ew form. 
The  Article  has·  furthermore  been  amended  in  accordance· with  the·· wishes  of  the 
.  European Parliam~t  a~d; the. Economic  a~d Social· Committee through the introduction of 
what is commonly  known.as·th~ "safeguard clause".  Its aitri 'is to protect the design industry 
from  claims that  a  design  right  is  not  valid  beeause there  was  an earlier  design .in  use 
somewhere in the world where the European industry could not possibly have been aware of 
it The  intention ·of this  provision  is  to avoid  the  situation  where  design  rights  can ·be 
invalidated by .infringers claiming that antecedents can befound in'remote plac~s or· museums. 
Parqgraph 2 
This paragraph has been transferred from paragraph I in the original Commission proposal. 
Paragraph 3  . 
This paragraph (paragraph 2 in the original Commission proposal) was reworded to Clarify · 
the case where disclosure  is. the result of a breach of confidence:  There  is  no  change in 
substance  .. 
Article 7  . 
Paragraph  I 
Although the question whether a design does or does not contain any aesthetic elements is 
irrelevant in the context ofthe requirements f~r protection,·.as set out in the Proposal, the need 
. 'was felt for a provision· indicating that protection should not be available in. those extr,:,emely 
-rare cases where form necessarily follows function. Even though ·Parliament did not adopt an 
amendment concerning Article 7, paragraph (1), the Commission felt that clearer wording.was 
needed,  especially after the amendm~nt proposed as regards paragraph (2). 
Paragraph 2 
.,  .  ' 
jlaragraph 2 has been reworded to  allow for the wishes of the European .Parliament, which 
sought a clearer definition of the "must fit" clause. The current text is closely modelled upon 
the corresponding provision oftl].eUnited Kingdom Patents, Designs and Copyright Act 1988: 
Article 8 
., 
The wording of Article 8 has been modified slightly  in  order to clarify  that it  is not the 
· exploitation or publication of a design, but the design itself which may be contrary to public 
policy or morality.  ·  · 







..  !  . 
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· · A'rticle 9 
---:  . ... 
<.,.~;Paragraph .J 
·,, 
The  word  "sig!lificantly"  . has  been  ·deleted  in  order  tQ  follow  the  wishes  of  the 
European Parliament.  Also,. the wording  "similar"  has' been replaced ·by  the' wording. ''not 
differ:ent".  This  nf!gative, qualification  was  chosen' to  'e!lSUre  compatibiiity betWeen: 'th.e 
formulation  of.  the  scope  of protection 'in Article 9,. paragraph'{!),  and the definiti:on  of 
i'ndividu~lcharacter giv~n in Article· 5(1),In4eed, these prpvisions have to be· worded so  ~s· 
.  ·to  avoid: the  sitUation  where  different: interpretations' of  .. the  wording  "similar"  and  nnot. 
different" would' create a grey arf!a where a design is· eligible for protection in its own right 
under the wording 'Of Article 5, and, at the same time,  consti~tes an infringement of a prior  · 
. ·design under the wording of  Article 9.  This danger h~s· been averted through the uniform use 
of the wording"not different". This vyording;  as used in Article 9;  par~;tgraph (l), defi'nes a 
criterl9n  which  is  an  exact  mirror image· of that 'defined  in Arti<;:le  5,  paragraph  (I)  ... 
Consequently, all. designs which do not qualify for individual character will be considered to  . 
be infrin~ng.  ·  ·  ·  .  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ··  · 
Paragraph 2  · 
~- . 
' The  explanation.gi~et1 for the amendment  of Article 5,  paragraph  (2). also applies  to the  ·· 
. amendment to  thisparagraph.  .  .  .  '  . .  ..  . 
·· Article.ll . · 
·'  ') 
ParCigraphi ' 
•  '  .  r 
·  .. As thjs  provfsion is 'intended to. provide· an· exhaustive  list of ·invalidity grounds;  .sever~ 
.  grmmds \Nhich exist in certain Member States, gut were missing in'the original proposal wer~. 
· ·. ·  · ·  · • added 'in paragraphs '{e), '(t) and {g). Becau~e·  the instances ofu·naothorized use described in 
these'newgrounds cap. be prosecuted and-prohibited by virfile ofthe ·relevant rights; tile scope. 
of'  these  gfOtmds  is rather limite(fTheir main' aim,  is  to ensure· that~ I'egardless  pf the 
possibility: of  prohibiting infririgementsjnfringing rights can  bf! taken off  the design registers, 
thus contributing· to keeping the~e registers ''clean"-'  · · ·  .  ·.  .  ·.  .·  . ' 
·  Furthe~ore, the provision which 'was contained i.nparagraph (2) ofthe'originaJ proposal is'  .. ·  .. 
now to. be found in ·paragraph (h). This is ~ drafting amendment only  .  . 
I  '  ',  '  '  '  '  '  ''  '>  •  ' 
.'  Parag;:aph 2  (new) 
.  In a ~umber  of  cases, ·only minoralterations ofthe·.:<Jesigri are required to ~void invalidity. A 
possibility .to protect the design inari  arrierfae~ forin  has .therefore been foreseen.·  ·  ·  · 
Paragraph 4 ·  ·  ·  ·~··--..  ·.  ;•  .. 
This  p~nigrapli was to be found in 'Artiele·.l6ofthe Com.!llission'sori.ginal  pr~posar~r1d hai 
been integrated into· Article 11  in the interest 'of coherence.  · 
'  .  '  '  .  .  .  '  . 
8 :. 
·ArtiCle 14 
Se~eral important'amendinents  of the European Parliament  f~sed on  modalities of the, · 
.repair clause ~ontain~d in .Article 14; . ·  · 
'  ' 
Paragraph 1 ·'  · :  · ..  .  .  .  '  .  '  •.  . 
Where th~initial propo~al provided free 'reproduction of. certain spare parts. after a  phase-in 
· period of  three years; ·the Europe~  Parliam~nt has in its amend~ents  eliminated this phase~in 
· period and introduced ·a remuneration syst~m that will op~ate  ·as from the date of registration · 
. of ihe design.  ·  .  ·  ·  · 
.  ·Further, in order to provide the rlght holcler with the information which is needed-to establish 
'\  ...  the. correctness of  the remuneration paid by the third party, 'the Commission  ha~ introduced 
an additional  obligatibn, namely  .. an  obiigation for the third: party to offer to provide such 
. hiformatiqn in a regular and reliabie manner.  '  · 
.  ,  ,  .  ·.  I  '  -
ln order 'to  avoid  confusion  concerning  various  ineanings  of the  word  ·"p'art"  (see  the. 
explanation .conce~ing Article 1), the word  '~component"·  was added to the wording .of this 
·. paragraph.  · :  ·  · 
\  . 
Paragraph 2  '{t~e~} 
j 
'  •  .  ''  .  •  j 
This  paragraph  was- inserted  to .comply·  with- a  European  Parliament· amendment  which 
provided that,' when parts falling within  the- scope ·of .application of the  reJ>air  clause  are 
: manufactured outside the Community and then imported, the remuneration ·m~st be paid oy ·· 
· · the ·importer.  Thi~ provision was' slig~tly modified to guarantee payment of  the remuneration 
.also in cases·. of intra-Community trade, when parts are reproduced freely  ~n a Memb.er .State 
.  where· the  designer or his succes~or· in  titl~ has  not taken  out protection:  of the .relevant 
· designs, ~d  arethen imported· into another Member State where. he has, In this last case, the 
· Comrimnity exhaustfon of  rights,do~trin~ cannot apply, because its decisive element, namely 
the. ekistence of a situation. whetea product has been put on the market  with the. consertt' of . 
the right hoider, is  missi.n~. ·  ·  ·  · 
· Paragraph 3 (new)  .  .  . 
·  · The Commi~sion  ·has· foliowed' the line set out by  .th~. puropean Parliament, but· has added a  · 
set of guidelines to-. ensure that' the. remuneration ·_system  functions similarly. throughout the  .•. 
C.ommunlty,  and that the spare pa!i  m~rket becomes a level playing field.· 
'  E~isting legisht.tio'n  concemi~g similar  syst~ms provides .little  gUidance  ~as . to  what  is 
"  considered  t<? be a·  "fair and  reasonable  r~muner~tion"  ..  Failing agreements  by 'the  parties 
..  concerned,  the  rate  of  remunera:tion  .is  normally  decided'  by .·domestic  Courts:  Since 
· · interference:with natiol).at·procedures needs to be  ~voided, it did.not seem appropri~te to· deal' · 
,with .·procedural  aspects. · However,. in·. order  to ·reduce  litigation· andior  arbitnition;  the. 
'Commission considered that ifwould be necessary to clarify the basis•whiCh should be used 
it:tcalculating the amount' of the' remuneration.  . 
'9 
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.  '  . '  '  '  .  .  '  ·.  . 
The  mos( realistic  basis  for  such· calculation  seems  to  be  an -amount  related to the costs 
1ncurred by the ·original prqducei in·devdoping the design. This investment should therefore  . 
primarily be uikeri into consi<feiation.  - ·  ·  -
Paragraph 4 (new)'  -. 
'  ~  .  ' 
.  .,.  .  .·•  '.  .  .  (  l  · . 
In  devis~ng concrete guidelines for the functioning of the repair 'Clause  wi~h a  remuneration  ·  · 
system,  cme of the concerns of  the Commissi.onis that,  in  case: of manifest  abus~ ofthe  . 
repair clause,  a right holder should not. be deprived of the effective legal remedy provided · 
·  under nationai  law by· an  infringement action. This cmild for example bethe case when.' a·. 
right holder is confronted with a thir:d partywho refers tothe repair clause, but who isor will 
evidently be unable or unwilling to pay the remuneration offered hy him, or to.furi),ish the 
information 'which  is needed  by 'the right holder  to: assess  if he  has ,received 'the right 
remfmeration. Therefore,. the-Commission introduced a provision to -the effect that, if  a:  right 
holder ~an-provide evidence to sustain such a claim, he can avail  him~eff  of such infringement 
procedures as  11re  provided for under national law>  ·  ·  -
~  .  . 
Paragraph.5 (new).·. : 
:  .  '  •' 
· This  paragraph, ·  J.rhicl~. p~ovides ·for an· analysis  of the· functioning  of -the repair clause 
~ve years  aft~r the  entry into  force.  of the  Directive,  was inserted. to  comply  with  an 
.. · amendment adopted by the Europe~  Parliament. 'Such an a:galysis will be especially relevant 
. in assessing the effects of  the repair Clause in. ensuring the existence of an open market in the 
sector of spare car parts. 
Although  the  Parliament. amendment  proyided  for  an· analysis  or' the .functioning ·of.  the 
.. Directive as  a  whole,  the  Comm)ssion  considered  that  it  would  act  in  accordance  wit~'! 
Parliament's  intentions  by restricting  the  scope  of, such an  analysis  to the .  effects  of the 
'repair clause.  Indeed~. the e~ects of the Di~eetive as a whole can only be assessed  af~er it has 
I  '  •  ~- been transposed in all Men:tber States, i..e.  well into the, five-'ye'a.r period, whereas the effects 
ofth_e repair clause could probably be assessed fairly rapidly:'·  : - ~-
Article 15 
.. The extent of the repai~ claus_e could have certain repercussions on 'the provision deali~g with. 
the exhaustion of  rights, contained in  Artiele  15_.  '  · · 
.  .  ~  '  .  .  ,·  I  .  ' 
With  referenc~ \to the  ~ases C)9/84' Pharmon  BV.  v  Ho~chst. AG [i985] EtR 2281.  and 
C-9/93: HIT Internationaie Heiztechnik-GmbH and UWE Danziger vldeal·Standard-GmbH 
. and  Wabc-o  Standard GmbH [1994] ECR  1~2789~ where the exhaustion was deemed not to 
apply because of l;lJack of consent, it was thought advisable to clarify. tha( notwithstanding 
the  fact  tha~ applicati<:m  of Article 14 ·may.· imply  -that· rio  consent: has  beeri . given,.- the 
. exhausti9n -of rights..:.doctrine  still  appiies~  - , ·  · 
.  '  ,'..  .  .  .  ,. 
10 Arti~le 16 (new) 
The ori~nal Article 16 is now to he found in Article 11(4). 
The  new  Article 16  has  ·been:  inserted  in  accordance  with  the  wishes . of  the · 
~uropean Parliament and the European Economic and Social Committee. It  'Yas felt that such 
a provision w~s needed in this area in order to provide more means to fight counterfeiting. 
The. provision is  modelled on; albeit not identical to German la\V.  As. formulated, it makes it · 
clear that, in the case of  interlocutory measures, the information cim be requested prior to the 
final judgement in an infringement case. 
· The provision contained in paragraph (3)(d) states that the obligation to provide information 
cannot run counter to the generally recognised principle of law. that one cannot IegaJly  be 
-compelled to incriminate himself.  ·  · 
Article 18 
Paragraph 1 
· This paragraph has beeri  modified following the suggestion that the Directive on the legal  · 
protection of  designs may not be the appropriate.place  fo~  the harmonisation of  copyright law 
PardgrCfPh 2. (deleted) 
This  paragraph,  which  contained  the  requirement  of. national  treatment,  required  each 
Member State to guarantee nationals of other Member States a treatment which is not less 
favourable than that given to its own nationals with r_egard to the protection of designs under 
national  copyright law.  However,  according to case C-92/92 Phil  Collins v  Imtrat [1993] 
ECR I  - 5145,  the  principle  of:  national  treatment  follows  from  the  non-discrimination 
principle in ·Article 6 EC Treaty, and is  thereby already guaranteed by Commu~itylaw.  ·The· 
original provision was  ther~fore superfluous, and the Commission deleted it. 
Article 19 
Paragraph 1 
As a result of delays in the procedure leading to final  adoption of the Directive, the date by 
which it has to be transposed into national law has been modified. 
11 ' Amended proposal for a . 
EuROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND COUNCIL. DIRECTIVE.  · 
'op the'lega.I  protection of designs  ·  · 
]'-tffi EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
·  Having  regard  to. the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  CommunitY  and  in  particular · 
·•  Article· 1  ooa thereof,  · . 
·Having. regard to the p~oposal by the  C~~mission~~>; 
.  )'-
. Having regard to the opinimt of the Economic and Social Committee<
2>, 
...  Acti~g  in. accord'a~ce wi~h the prPcedute laid  do~n  in Arti~le ·i 89b of the. Tre~ty(3>,  _· 
. ' 
,I 
-..  '  .  '  .. 
o>  . OJ  No C 345,-23.12:1993, p.  14.  .  .  .  .  . ·  . 
<
2>  .QJ No C388,3L12.1994, p.  9 and·OJ No C 110,2.5.1995, p. '12.·  ·  _ 
< 3>'  Opinion of the European Patliament of·J2 October 1995, OJ No C.287;,30.10.1995, 
·.·  . 
p.  157  .  '  . 
Commo~  Position of the Council of ...  1996' (not yet published  i~the Official  Jou~al) 
Decision of  th~ European  Parli'~ment of ...  (not yet published in the. Offici a!' Journal)  . 
.  12 ... 
,/ Original proposal  Amended proposal 
1.  Whereas the objectives of the  1.  Unchanged. 
-CommunitY as laid down in the 
Treaty include establishing an ever 
·closer union among the peoples of 
Europe, fostering·closer relations 
between the States belonging; to the 
Community, and ensuring the 
economi~ and social progress of· 
the Community countries by 
common action to eliminate the 
barriers which divide Europe, 
whereas to that end the·Treaty 
provides for the establishment of · 
an internal market and includes the 
abolition of obstacles to the free 
movement of  goods and the . 
institution of a system ensuring 
that competition in the common 
market is not distorted, where.as ·an 
approximation of the laws of the 
Member States on the legal 
protection of designs would further 
. those objectives; 
2.  Whereas designs are not at present  2  . . Unchanged. 
. protected in all  Member States by . 
specific legislation and such 
protection, where it exists, has 
·different attributes; 
3.  Whereas such differences in· the  3.  Unchanged. 
legal  protection of designs offered 
by .the legislation of the Member 
States have direct and negative 
· . effects on the establishment and 
functioning of the internal market 
(!.S regards ,goods embodying 
designs~ whereas such differences 
_will  distort competition within the 
internal  market; 
13 -. 
.  · Original-proposal 
4:·  Whereas it 'is therefore necessary .  · 
forthe proper functioning ofthe 
internal market to pro~ide for  · 
_~pecific design protection law in all 
· Member .States and to approxi~ate 
the design  protectio~ laws of the . 
Member_ States;  · 
5.  Whereas in doing so it is important. 
to'take into~onsideration the  · 
. sohitions and the advantages with 
which the Community  d~sign 
· system will provide undertakings ·  ·  · 
.  wishing to acquire  ~esign rights; . 
. 6..  Whereas iJ is unnecessary to 
undertake· a  full-scale  .  .  ..  .  ·.  . 
approxim.ation of  ·the: design  l~ws ·· 
of the-Member· States, and it ·will 
·be sufficient· if. approximation is . 
.limited. to those nation.al  provisions 
of  law whfch most directly affect 
the functioning of the Internal  ·-. 
,market;  wh~reas the objectives of -
.this limited approximation cannot. 
be sufficientiy achieved by the 
Member States acting alone;_ 
7.  .Whereas Member States should· 
accordingly remain free to fix  the 
procedural provisions concerning 
registration and ihval.idat\on of 
design rights and pr-ovisions 
concerning the effects of such 
. invalidity;  .  . 
8. ·  Whereas this Dir~dive does  n~t 
exclude the appli.catidn to designs 
of the legislation o-f the-Member 
. States· other than that relating to  .  ' .· 
· the specific. protection acquired by· 
registration, .such as the·') egi slati on 
relating to unregistered design  " 
rights, trademarks, patents and  .  · · 
. · utility models, unfa:ir competition 
or civil  liability;  ·  · 
14 
1\mended proposal . 
4.  Unchanged. · 
5.  Unchanged. 
•  ~I 
- .  -: 
7.  Unchanged. 
8.  Whereas-this Directive  do~s not 
..  ex~lude the application. to designs 
. of  national or Community  - . 
·legislation providing for protection 
other thari that conferred' b'y  ' .  . 
registration <;>r  publication as 
design,  such as the legislation 
relating. to unregistered design.· 
· rights, trademarks;  patents and. 
utility·models, unfair competition 
or civil lia~ility;  · 
\  .' 
; .  \ 
Original proposal 
9.  Whereas the attainment of the 
objectives of the internal market in 
the field. of designs may only be · 
fully realised following further 
harmonisation of the relevant 
provisions of the copyright laws of 
M~mber  States, in particular those 
relating to the criterion of 
originality; whereas, pending such 
further harmonisation, it is 
important to establish the principle 
~f  cumulation of protection under 
specific registered design ·  _ 
protection law and under copyright 
law, whilst leaving Member States 
· free to establish. the extent of 
'copyright protecti.on and the 
conditions under which such· 
. protection is conferred; whereas it 
·  is,  however,  necessary to abolish· in 
the relationship between Member  __ 
Stat'es the -requirement that  · 
'protection under copyright law 
shall be afforded only subject to.· 
reciprocity in the country of origin 
of the design, as such a 
requirement would run contrary to 
the principle of non-discrimination; 
10.  Whereas the attainment of the 
objectives of the  int~rnal market 
requires that the conditions for 
' obtaining a registered design right 
be not only identical in  all  the 
· Member States but also identical to 
those required for obtaining a 
· registered Communi"ty  design; 
whereas to that  ·ep.d  it i~ necessary  . 
. · to give a unitary' definition  ~f the 
·notion, of design and of  the  . 
requirements as to novelty and 
individual character with which 
registered design rights must 
comply; 
15 
Amended  proposal~ 
9.  Whereas the attainment of the 
objectives of the internal market in 
the field of designs may only be 
fully realised following further 
harmonisation of the relevant 
provisions of the copyright  law~. of 
Member States, in particular those 
relating to the criterion of 
originality;  ~hereas, pending such 
further harmonisation, it is 
important to establish the principle . 
of cumulation of protection under 
specific registered design· 
protection law and under copyright 
law, whilst leaving .Member States 
free to establish the extent of 
copyright protection and the  . 
conditions under which  s1,1ch 
,·protection is  -conferred; whereas it 
is  contr~ry to Community law to 
apply, in the relationship between 
. Member States, Article 2 paragraph 
(7) of the Berne Convention for 
·the Protection ofLiterary and 
Artistic Works, which provides that 
protection under copyright. law· 
sh!lll  be afforded only subject to 
reciprocity in the country of  o~gin . 
of the design, as such a 
requirement is-incompatible with  . 
'th~ principle of non-discrimination; 
-10.  Unchanged. 
.. 
.  J ,;,..:.t. 
'  \ 
Original proposal · 
.  1 i  .~.  wher~as  semicond~ctor products  ,  .. 
. .  . should not be excluded as products 
whose appearance could form the 
subject of a design righ( since 
Member States may ·choose design 
·  l~gislation to .implement the 
provisions of Council  .  . 
· Directive'87/54/EEC'of · 
· ·16  D~ember.1986 on the legal. 
protection of  topograp]li es· of 
' .·  semiconductor products<
4>. 
12.  Whereas it is essential, iri  order to · 
. facilitate the free movement of . 
goods~ to ensur~ that registered 
.·design rights cpnfer upon the right 
holder the same·protection in all 
Member States ·and that this 
·  pr.otection is identi~al to the 
protectidn afforded by the · · · 
registered Community. design; 
<
4
)  OJ  No L  ~4, 27.1.1987,. p. 36, 
i' 
.,  . 
Am'ended  p~oposal 
· ·  11:  ~Unchanged<4>.  ·. 
12.  .Unchanged . 
·,; 
. 12a ,Whereas· protection should not oe .. 
.  extended to. those component'parts 
which are not visible during 
normal .use of a product, or to . 
tho~e features of  such part which  .·· 
.  i are,  invi~ibJe when the part 'is•. 
mounted; or wlilch would ·not, in 
· themselves,· fulfH  the requirements · 
as to novelty and individual 
· character; whereas features of  · 
design which are exciuded from 
· protection for these ·reasons should 
not be taken into consider'iition for 
the purpose  of·as,s~ssirig wh'ether 
· other features of the design fulfil 
·the requirements for protection;. 
<
4>  ·unchanged. 
··  ... Original proposal 
13.  Whe.r.eas,  in conformity with the 
applicable provisions on the 
Community design, the  . 
. interoperability of products of · 
· different makes should not be 
.hindered by  e~tending the 
protection to the design of. 
mechanical  fittings~  · 
.  14.  Whereas the mecha.nical ftltiqgs gf 
modular products may  nev~nh~!~ss 
constitute an important elem~fl~ gf 
' the innovative _characteristics or'  .. 
modular products and present a 
·major marketing asset and  ·  .. · 
therefore sho1,1ld  be eligible for 
protection~ · 
15.  Whereas it is fundamentid  forth~ 
functioning of the internal  mar~~t 
. to. unify the term of.protection 
afforded by registered design  right,~ 
in confonriity with the solution 
adopted for the· registered 
Community qesign~. 
: Amended proposal 
'  ' 
· 13. ·Whereas technologicat innovation· 
17 
should· not be hampered by 
.  granting design protection to 
·features dictated solely by a· 
technical function; whereas it is 
understood that this 'does not mean· 
that a design must have ·an 
aesthetic quality~ whereas; 
_likewise,  the i.nteroperability of 
products of different makes should 
not be- hindered by extending 
protection to the design of 
mechanical  fittjngs~ whereas 
features of a design which are 
· excluded from protection for these 
reasons 'should not be taken into 
consideration for the purpose of 
· assessing whether other features of 
the design fulfil the r~quirements · 
for protection; 
14.  Unchanged . 




16.  Whereas the legal protection of 
design might iri  certain  . 
circumstances allow the creation of 
monopolies in generic products and 
captive' markets by improperly 
~inding  .consumers to a' spe~ific ·.· 
·make of.product, and thus the 
introduction of a provision is 
necessary in order to make the 
reproduction of designs. applied to 
.•.  parts of com.plex products pos~ible 
for repair purposes under very . · 
specific conditi,ons;  . 
·~. 
'•'  . 
18 
Am~nded proposal 
1.6~  Unchanged  .. 
.  .'. 
16a  Whereas the limitation in .the 
· exercise ·of the rights provided for 
in the context of the use of .. ·  · 
. ·designs for repair purposes .should 
. be compensated by a  fair and 
·reasonable remuneration, to be . 
calculated primarily on the :b11;sis 
· of the rel{want'design  : ·  . 
dev~l  opment ·costs; 
16b  Whereas the exercise of the fights 
.. of a third patty to reprod4ce .parts, 
for repair purJ)oses shpttlcf not be 
_made  conditional· upon agreement 
as  t~ the level-·of remuneration; 
l6c  .  W·hereas the·lJse of a design:  ·. 
under the "repair Clause"  should  . 
not  cn~ate.alegal link betWeen. 
· , the right holder and the third-
·party using the design;  whereas 
· ·:the remunetatiqn to be paid  .  . 
should not entail an  obligation :on' 
·. · the right holder· to transfer knbw-
how and  shall .not imply that the 
right holder is considered to be . 
. the manufacturer. of  a reproduced . 
. part ·a:s  regards, for example, rules. 
· or agreements regarding 'product ,  . 
·  ·  liability~ warranty obligations or 
_pioduct. safety requirements. 
·  ... 
' .. 
,. Original proposal 
17.  Whereas the provisions of this· 
Directive are withm,Jt pr.ejudice to. 
the application of the competition 
rules under Articles 85  and  &6  of 
.  the Treaty; 
18.  Whereas the grounds for refusal of 
registration in  those Member States 
which provide for substantive  . 
examination of  _applications prior to 
registration, and·the grounds for 
the invalidation of registered 
-~esign rights in all  the Member. 
States, must be exhaustively 
enumerated,  · 
19 
Amended proposal 
16d  Whereas, in order to prevent a 
·.partitioning of the Community 
market, as regards CommunitY 
exhaustion of rights, use of the 
design right by_ a third party 
against payment to the right 
holder should have the same· 
effect as the marketing of a  · 
product with the consent of the , 
right holder; 
16e  Whereas, in order to reinforce 
effective. action against the 
infringement of design rights, it is 
important that judicial authorities 
be entitled to issue orders 
permitting the right holder to 
obtain relevant information 
concerning the.production and 
distribution of infringing  ·  · 
produCts; whereas any effective-
fight against product  · 
counterfeiting niakes it necessary 
·to. provide that this remedy is to 
be available by court order, ·where 
approp-riate,  even before final 
judgment in an· infringement case. 
17.  Unchanged. 
18. ·  Unchanged. · 
'  I . .  ~ 
. '  \ 
.  ,.... .. 
Origin~I-·  proposal·_...  · 
.  '  . 




For. the purpose of  this Directive: 
- .  '  '  .....  '  '  '  '·  ' 
..·· 
.i  (a)  "design"' means' the appearance of' . 
· the whole or a pai;t of a product 
resulting from the specific featUres .. 
of the lin~s,  contourS~ colours; 
.. shape: and/or' materials or the  ·  .. 
product itself and/or its 
ornamentation';.  ·.·.·  ·. 
(b j  "product
11  means any industrial or . 
· handicraft item, inCluding parts.  , . 
intended to be assembied into a·.· 
complex item; sets or conip~sitions  .···· · 
of  items; packaging,  get~ups,  ,  . · · 
· · · graphic· ~ymbols and typographic  ' 
· typefaces, but excluding a·  · · 
·.com  purer prograni  . 
..  Article 2 
.\ 
This  Directive sh~ll apply to:.  · 
(a)  design rights registered With  the  .. ·· 
central industrial' property offjce~ 
. : of  the Member States;  . 
.  .  .  ·.  '  . 
.  .  . 
(b)  design rights registered at  the.·.· 
Benelux De'sign. Office;  · 
(c) . design rights regi'stered under  · 
·international arrangements .which 
have effect in· a' Member State; 
·.(d) -·applications  forde~igri rights. 
referred to under·(a)·to· (c). 
. .  '  .'  . 




.. ··.  For. the purpose ofthis Directive: . 
.  '  .  .  .  ..  .  .  ·.  ,·· 
·(a) · i.tde~i~'' lneans the outwardly  . 
· visible appearance of the whole _or 
a part of a product resulting from 
the features of,  in particular,,the 
lines; contours, -colours, shape, . 
~  · texture and/or materials of the· 
· product itself and/or its 
ornamentati 0n; 
(b)  "product" 'me~n~ ~y  industrial or 
· handicraft item, inCluding parts . 
intended to be assembled into a  . 
·  ... 'corripl~x product; packaging, get-
. up,. gntphic symbols and 
typographic typefac,es, out .. 
excluding computer programs: · 
Article 2  .. 
. Scope  .. of applitation 
.  ,.  I 
1..  This Directiv,e shall  apply· tq: 
(a)··  Unchanged. 
·.  (b)  Unchanged. 
. (c)··  Unchanged. 





i.  I ,, 
·.  ~~  . 
/ 
·. 
.  t 
'I, 
.  1  f 
',  r. 
,·. 
'! 
.  Original. proposal 
· ·  ~  Article 3 
'  L  Member States  sh~l protect the. 
designs upon registration, by' " 
'- conferring exclusive rights in 
·. · .accordance with the prov:isions of · 
·  the Oirective. 
·  2.  . A  design shall ·be  prote~ted  ·by. a 
design right to  the extent that ids;, 
. new and has an, individual 
character. 
3.  A  design  of.~  product. which 
. constitutes a part·  of  ~ complex 
. item ·shall only be considered' to be 
new and to have an  individual :. 
•· character in so far as the design · 
·applied to the part as such fulfils 
the requirement as to novelty and 





•  '1..._' 
Amended proposal 
· 2.  .  The publication by an industrial  .. :. · 
,  I. 
. property office of a Member State ,  .· 
of a design filed with. that o~ce 
shall, .for the purpose of thfs ·  · 
Directive, be considered to be a 
registration..  ' 
Article 3 
· . · P.rotecti~n-requirements · 
L  Unchanged. 
,.  ' 
' ' 
2.  Unchanged. · 
· 3.  A design.o(a product which· 
constitutt(S a component part of a 
· complex prodijct shall· only be 
considered to be new ,and to have 
an  individual character:  · 
.  Ja)  if  the component part~ when 
..  ·.  .incorporated into .the . .  · 
complex product; remains 
visible during normal use of 
th~ latter, and 
.  . (b)  to the extent that the visible· . 
features of the component 
·. 
.  -·~ 
part fulfil  in themselves the. 
requirement as to novdty and  ..• 
. ~ndividual character .. 
_,. 
21  ', 
.. . .  . -
/ 
I  . 
Origi~al proposal: · 
I  . 
.  \  '. 
·  ..  Article 4 
.. .  1. .  A design shall be considered new 
··if no identical  desi~ has been 
made available to the 'public before 
_ the date of filing the.application  · · 
.for registration~ or if  a priority is 
·ctaiined, the date of priority.· 
designs shall be'deemed to ·be 
·  • identical if their spedfic features 
differ only in 'immaterial details, 
2.  · A desfi,JJl  shall h.e  dee~ed to  have 
.  be~n made available to the public 
if it·has been published following 
registration or otherWise, exhibited  •. 
used in trade-or otherwise  ,  · 
discJosed.  It shall  not,  ho:wever,  be  . 
· deemed to have been -made  .  _,  · 
.. ~  . available to  the public for the sole· 
reason that it has been .disclosed to  -
a third person  ~uider explicit or  · 
implicit conditions of 
·confidentiality, 
-· 
Amended·  p~opo~ai 
1  ••• 
4:  "Normal tise" within·the meanirig  · 
of paragraph (3) (a) shall meari use 
. by the erid user and  shall not  . 
iilclud~ maintenance,' servicing or  . 
.  .  ..  .-- .  .  .  \ .. 
· repatr  . 
·Article 4 
Novelty 
:A- design ·shall be considered n'ew if no 
identical design has he.en  ma~e· · 
. available to the .public before the date . 
of filing the application ;for registration . 
or,  if priority is  claimed~ th~ date of 
. priority. Designs shall be.deemed to' be. 
identical if their f~atures differ-only in  , 
immaterial details.  · 
.  ;'; 
2  ..  ·Deleted  .. 
. ··\ 
.  I 
/ 
22 ' 
Original proposal . ·  Amended proposal 
··Article 5  Article 5 
Individual character 
1.  A desigri  shall be considered to  1.  A design shall. be considered to . 
have ati individual character if  'the  · ha_ve an individmil character if the 
overall impression it produces on  overall impression it 'produces on 
-the informed user differs  the infonned user differs from  the 
significantly from. the overafl  . overall impression produced on 
impression produced on· such a user  such a user by any design which· 
by any design referred to in  has beert  made available to the 
. _  paragraph (2).  . public before the date of filing of 
the application for registration, or, 
if priority is claimed, the date ·of 
pi-iority. 
·, 
2.  To pe considered for the purpose  2.  Deleted. 
of application of paragraph (1) a 
design must be: 
(a).  commercialised in the.-market 
place, whether· in the 
Community or elsewhere, at 
the date of filing the 
,application for registration or, 
if a priority  ~s claimed, at the 
date of priority, or 
(b)  published following 
registration as a registered 
Community design or a  d.e~ign: 
right of the Member State in 
question, the protection of 
which has not expired at the 
date of filing the application or 
registration or, if a priority is 
claimed, at the date of priority, 
3.  ·In  order toassess individual  2.  In  order to assess individual 
character, common features shall as  character, the degree of freedom of 
a matter of principle be given more  the designer in developing the 
weight than differences and the  design shall  be taken into 
degree of freedom of the designer  consideration. 
in developing the design shall  be · 
taken into consideration. 
23  ' . . 
\  ., 
L 
· Original  pro~osal .  .  . 
ArtiCle 6 
··'  r 
If a design for which protection is· 
claimed under a registered design 
right of  a Member State has been· · 
made available· to the public by ,the 
. designer or his·successor in title or . 
by a'third person as  a result of.  · 
information provided or actio.n 
taken by the designer ~r his .·· 
successor in title or as  a 
consequence of an  abu~e in. relation  . 
. to the. designer or his  succes~or in· 
title during the .12-montb period 
··preceding the date .of th.e filing of. 
. the application or,  iLa priority is  ~ · 
claimed, the date of priority, such a 
disclosure shall not be taken into. 
consideration f9r the purpose· of 
applying Articles 4 and 5.  ·· 
.  ,  .  .  .  .  I.  .  . 
:  '  I 
.  2,  ·The provisions of  parag~aph (1)  . 
·shall no! apply if  the subject of the 
·,  abusiv~ disclosure is ad.esigri  · 
. which has resulted in: a registered 
Community  ~esign or a registered  . 
design right bf .the Member State· 
concerned.  -'  ·· 
Amended proposal 
Article 6 
. Disclosure · 
1.  · For the purpose of  applying· 
·  .. Articles 4 ami  5, a  design shall be 
' '  deemed to havb been made 
available to the public if it' has . 
. been published following 
registration or otherwise, or 
.  exhibited, used in  trade or' 
otherwise· disclosed,· except where 
. these events could  not~re~sonably' 
.ha:ve become known in the normal 
course of  ·business to 'the Circles . 
'specialised in the sector concerned; 
operating.within the Community  · 
before· the date of filing of the 
application for registration ·(}r; if 
·priority is claimed, the date of 
· . prioritY.  · 
The· design shall  rtot,. however,' be 
deemed to have been made 
available ·to the public for .the sole 
1  .  reason that it has  be~n disclosed to·. 
~\third person· under explicit or 
implicit conditions of  . 
· confidentiality . 
· 2.  Disclosure shall  not be taken into 
'consideration for the purpose of  ·· 
applying Articles 4 and 5 if' a 
· . design for which protection is 
I  ' 
••  ,f• 
·  claime~ under a  register~d desig:q. · 
right of a Member State has been . 
made available to the public:·  · 
'  '  ,  ',  I 
(a) by the designer, his successor 
_.  in title,  or a third person as a 
r~sU:lt of information provided 
or ~~tion taken by the 
designer,. or his successor  in~  .. 
title;. and  · 
;, 
·:. Original proposal  .  Amended proposal · 
Article 7 
1.  A design right shall.not subsist in a 
·design to the extent that the 
realisation of a technical function 
leaves no. freedom as regards  . 
arbitrary features of  app~arance. 
2.  A design right shall not subsist in a 
·design. to the·.·extent that it must 
.necessarily be reproduced in its 
exact form  and  dimensions in  order 
to permit the prodm;t in which the. 
design is incorporated or. to which 
it is applied to be mechanically  · 
assembled or connected with 
an~ther product. ; 
25 
(b)  during the 12-month period 
preceding the date of the .filing 
of the application or, if 
prioritY is churned,. the· date of 
priority. 
3.  The provisions of paragraph (2). 
shall also apply if the design has 
been.made available to the public 
as· a consequence of an  abuse in 
relation to the designer or his 
successor in· title,. unless,  as a 
result of the abusive conduct, a 
: Registered Community· Design or a  . 
registered design right of the 
Member State concerned has come 
into existence. 
Article 7 
· Designs dictated by their technical 
function and designs of 
interconnections 
1.  A design right shall not subsist in 
features of appearance of a product 
which are solely dictated by its  ··' 
technical function. 
2.  A d.esign tight shall not subsist in. 
features of appearance of a product 
which qmst necessarily be 
reproduced in  their exact fonn and 
dimensions in order to permit the 
product in. which the design. is 
incorporated or to which it is 
applied to be mechanically 
connected or placed in,  around or 
against anoth((r product so that 
· either product may perform its 
function. ·'·· 
/  . 
,'.f 
· Original: P.roj10sal 
3 ..  Notwithstanding paragraph 2,  a· 
.· design riibt shall under the 
·conditions' set out in Articles 4 
. . ..  and 5 subsist in. a design. serving 
.· ..  the purpose of'aifowing. 
simultaneous' ana infinite or  ·. 
. multiple asseinply or connection of 
. ·:  identic;al  or fuutually  . - . 
·interchangeable products-within a . 
. modular system:'  .  . 
'Article 8 
·} 
A  design. ri'ght<shall not subsist in ·a  . 
design :the exploitatiqn of publication of 
\vhich,is contrary to .public policy or to 
the accepted principles of  mo~aiity. · 
Article 9 · 
· ·1.  ··  The -s~ope ofthe protection 
: conferred by a. design  right shall 
include any  design'which produces·. 
on the informed user a ·significantly 
similar oyerall impressio,n.'  . 
~  '  .'  . 
2 ..  In order tb.asse~s-the scope of. · 
protectiop, common features  shaH 
·  ·.  <;iS  a mattecof principle be given 
. more weight than differences and. 
:the degree :of freedom of  the  ·  .  , 
designer in developing his design  · 
. ..  :Am~nded proposal 
. 3.  ··  Unyhanged.'  ·· 
•  . , .  I 
.  ,._, 
ArtiCle 8  ·· 
,'  ~ •  • .'  I  , 
Designs.contrary·to publk. policy or · 
morality.  .  . 
.  Adesigu rightshall riotsubsist in.' a · 
. ... design whiqh. is contrary to publi~ . 
'  policy or to·the accepted principles of 
·  .·  -. montlity.'.  , .. 
. .  ,. 
•. Ar,ticle 9. 
·_  Scope o( Protection . 
\I:·· 
l.  The scope of·the protecti-on  · · 
conferred by a  design. right shall 
incl-ude  a~y design whic)1 does not 
prociuc;e on the infoqned user a  ' 
·.  different overall impression ... 
' 2. '  ·rn order to assess. the scope of : 
protection, the degree of freedom 
. of the designer in developing his 
: design shall  be. taken into·  ·  · 
consideration. 
· shall  be taken into consideration .. ·  ..  ·· · 
,.  ·. 
--''.  • .•  j.  ' 
1. 
'· 




.• . :· 
. \: 
. ' 
.  J  Original proposal  .·  Am~nded proposal 
I 
Article 10  Article· 10 · 
. Term of protection 
tipon registration a. design which meets·.  . Unchtmged  .. 
. the requirements under Article 3(2)  ~ 
. shall be protected by a design right for .  l  : . 
a period of five years from .the date of . 
filing the application: The term of 
protection may be renewed for periods .  ' 
of five years each, up to' a total term 
: of 25 years from the date of  filing~ 
Article 11 
· · 1.  .A design is excluded from  .. 
- .  -regi'str~tion, or if registered may be 
.  declared invalid,. only'  in the 
·f~llowing cases:  .. 
'  .  ;  .  .  I 
(a)'  if the design· does riot fulfil 
·  the reql,lirements under 
Ai:ti.cle. 3(2); .or 
·~(b) where its specific 'technical 
and/or  interconm:ict~ng·  fe~tures 
.  .  are riot eligible for prQte¢on~. 
under Article. 7(1) ·or (2), or 
.  '  . 
. (d)  if the applicant Tor or .the 
holder of the design right is 
'  not.  entitl~d to. it  under the law 
of the Member State 
concerned. 
'!  ... 
27 
ArtiCle  t.i.' 
Invalidity .or retusal· of registration . 
I. ·  A design may· only be refused 
registration, or, if registered,. 
I.\, 
· declared invalid, in the .following 
.  .  .  ' 
. cases: 
(a)  if iUs not a design within tqe · 
.- . :.meaning of Article l, or i(it '  I 
does not fulfil the  · 
requirem~nts under Article 3, 
.  ' 
.·or 
(b)  if its technical 'and/or  ·.  .  . 
.. interconnecting features are. 
not eligible for. protection . 
under~rt1cle 7(1) or (2), _or·  . 
(c)  if  it i~ contrary to.public 
. policy or to accepted 
principles of morality, or 
(d)  if  the~ applicant for or the . 
holder of the design right is 
'not. entitled to it under the .law · 
of the Member State 
'  ...  ·concerned, or 
. :  ·' 
.,· Original proposal 
-·' 
- f 





.  Amended proposal .  ·  ... 
(e)  if a' distinctive sign is. us'ed in 
-a subsecjuer)t design, and  ' 
Com~l:mity law or :the law of . 
the Memb~r State governing 
that sigri  confers on the right 
holder of the sign-the righfto 
'prohibitsuch  u~e, or.  · 
.  .  ~  .  . 
·.  (f) ··if the. de~ign.  co'pstitutes ~ 
·.unauthorised use of a  ·work 
protected .under the copyright  . 
l~)Vof the. Member  St~te - .  · 
.concerned, or 
(gf if the design constihJ;te.s an 
improper use of any of the· · 
items listed in  Article 6
1
er of 
the·Paris Convention for the  . 
Protection of Industrial. 
PropertY,  or of  badges,~ 
emblems and. escutcheons 
,other than·those covered by 
Article 6'e•of_the said 
. Convention and which are of . 
·particular public interest in the 
·Member State concerned, or 
(h).  if a  confl'lcting design which 
ha~ beeri  made available  to.th~ 
. pubiic after the  ~ate of the 
filing of the application or,  if 
·priority is claiined, the date of 
. pri·ority,  isprotected from  a. 
date prior to the said date by a 
registered Community design 
. or a design right of the  . 
·Member State concerned, or · 
by  ~n application for such a 
right. 
·'I 
·'  . 
. .-' Original proposal  Amended proposal 
2.  A ·design right may also be  2.  · If the' ground for. invalidity or for 
declared invalid 'if  a conflicting  refusal of registration applies only 
.design which has been made  to some of the features o:f the 
/  available to 'the public.after the  . design, it may be registered or 
date ·of the filing of the application  maintained in an amended form .. 
...  or, if a priority is .claimed;'the date 
.  /  . of priority, is .protected from a date· 
prior to the said date by a 
registered Community design or a 
.. design right of the Member State . 
concerned, or by an  application for 
sucha right. 
3.  Any Member State may provide  3.  Unchanged. 
that, by way of derogation from the 
preceding paragraphs, the grounds 
for refusal of registration or for 
invalidation in  force in that State 
prior to the date on which the 
provisions  nece~sary to comply 
with this Directive enter into force, 
shall  apply to design rights for 
which application has been made 
prior to that date.  · 
4.  A design right may be declared · 
invalid even after it has lapsed or 
has been surrendered. 
29 Article 12 
·  L  ~Upon registration a  design right 
_  ·shall confer on its holder the 
-/ 
·  .. -,exclusive right-to use the design · 
. . and to prevent any third party not  ~ 
having his consent from using a 
design included within the· scope of · ·  · 
· protection of the design tight. The · 
aforementioned•use shall  cover, ·ih 
.  particular, t4e m_aking,  offering, 
putting on the market or using of a  . 
product in which such a design is. 
incorporated or .to which. it.is 
applied, or from importing, 
exporting or stocking such a. 
product for_ those purposes.  ..  , 
· Amended proposal · 
Article 12· 
·  Rights conferred · 
by  ~he. design right 
1. ··  Upon registration, a design right 
shall confer on its holder the 
. exclusjve right to use the design 
· ·  and to. prevent any .  third party not 
having his coqsent from 'copying it, 
. or from using a design included  .·. 
· within the scope of protectioB or' 
the design right.The 
..  aforerhe11tioned us·e  shall cover, in .  · 
particular; the. making, offering, · 
·:putting on :the market  or using,of a 
pr~uct  in  which such a design is 
incprporated or to which .it is 
applied, or, importing, exporting or 
s~ocking'  such a  product for those .. 
·purposes  . 
. . 2.  Where, under the .law of  a  .  .··  2~  Unchanged. 
.  Member State, acts referred to in  .  . 
·paragraph.! could not be  prohi~ited ..  · 
before the date on which the . · · 
provisions--necessary to comply  · 
. with this Directive entered into 
. force;  the ri.ghts conferred by -the 
design right may not.be relied on:·  · 
to prevent continuation of S!.ich 
acts. 
Article·13 
.  1.  The rightsconfer~edby a design  .: 
. right upon registration shall  not 
· extend to: 
(a)  acts done privately and for 
non-commercial  purposes;  ... 
· . _ _ (b)  acts done for experimental . 
·purposes; ·  . 
ArtiCle 13 
·Limitation of. •he. rights . 
· conferred by the de~ign right 
. 1  .  · Unchanged  . 
(a)_  Unchan~ed. 
· (b)  Unchanged. 
.  ~  ' . 
.  :· 
I 
: '·  ·  . 
·'. Original proposal 
·(c)  acts of reproduction for the 
purposes of making citations. 
or of teaching, provided that 
i  .  . such acts are compatible with 
fair trade practice and do not.: 
unduly prejudice the normal  . 
exploitation o(the design, and 
that mention is made of the  . 
source. 
2.  In addition, the rights conferred by 
a design right _upon  registration 
. . shall not extend to: 
(a)  the equipment on  ships and 
aircraft registered in another 
country when these 
temporarily enter the territory 
· of the Member State 
concerned~ 
(b)  the importation in the Member 
State concerned of spare parts 
and accessories for the· purpose 
of  repairing such craft;,  '  · 
· (c)  the execution of repairs on· 
such craft.. 
Article 14 
The rights conferred by a design right · 
. shall not be exercised against third 
parties who,  after three years from  the 
first putting on  the market of a product 
. incorporating the design or to which the 
design  is applied, use the design under 
'Article  12,  provided that: 
.  ' 
31 
Amel)ded proposal 
(c)  Unchanged. 
2.  Unchanged. 
Article 14 
Use of  ~ design for rep.air purposes 
1.  By way of  de~ogation from. 
· Article 12, ·the rights conferred by 
a design right shall  not be  · 
exercised against third- parties who 
use the design, provided  t~~t: . .  ',  ··. 
'· 
Original proposal . 
.. (a)  the product incorporating the··.· 
design· ~r to which the design is 
.  applied is a part of a complex 
'.prOduct upon  ~hose  ~ppearance the 
··  protected design is dependent;  .· · 
. · (b)  the 'purpose. of such a use is to · 
permit the repair of the complex  . 
.  . prOduct so as to restore· its original .. 
appearance; and  . 
· (c)  .the public is not misled as to the 
origin of the product used for the 
repair. 
·.  ,  .. 




(a)· th~ productin~orporating the 
design or to which the design· 
.is applied is a, :component part 
of a complex product upon · 
~  whose appearance· the 
protected design is dependent; . 
and  · 
(b)  the purpose of  such a use is. to 
permit the repair of  the < 
coptplex product so as to 
restore its .original  appearance; 
and  . 
(c)  the public is informed as to 
·:  the·· origin of the' product used . 
··  . for the repair by the use of an ·  · 
'  indelible marking, .such as a 
trademark or a  ·trade name, or 
in another appropriate foiJll; 
. and 
(d)  the third party has: 
(i)  . notified the ri'ght  h~lder 
· of  the intended tise of the  .  . 
_design; 
(ii)  offered the right holder a 
fair and reasonable . 
remuneration for that use; 
and 
(iii}  offered .to>proviQe the 
fight holder in a regular 
and  reliable manner with 
infor'matioti as -to the · 
scale of the use 111ade of· 
the design under this . · 
·  ·  .·  provisi_on.: 
'. 
· .  .i Original proposal 
33 
Amended. proposal 
2.  Save as otherwise agreed, the 
obligations mentioned in 
paragraph l(d) shall-be incurred by 
. the manufacturer or,  in the case of 
the import of a component part not 
manufactured in the Member State 
where the protection applies, by 
the importer of  the component part 
into which the design is to be  · 
incorporated or  to which it  is to be 
applied. 
· 3.  In calculating the remuneration, the 
investment made in development 
· of the relevant· design shall be the 
primary basis for considerapon. 
4.  Paragraph 1 shall not apply if the 
right holder provides evidence to 
sustain a chtim that the party upon 
whom the obligations under 
'paragraph l(d) are incumbent is 
- unable or u_nwilling to· comply with 
them or to pay the remuneration  . 
offered by him. 
5:  ·  No later than five years after the. 
implementation date specified in 
Article 19,  the Commission· shall 
. submit an analysis of the 
consequences of the provisions of 
this Article for the Community 
industrial sectors most affected, 
and in particulai ·for manufacturers 
of complex products such as motor 
. vehicles at1d  producers of spare 
parts.  If necessary, it shall  propose 
to the European Parliament and t!te 
·council. 'changes to this Article, 
after consulting the 
abovementioned sector:s .. 
I ... 
.  ' 
·Original proposal 
'Article 15 
The rights conferred by a design fight 
. upon registration shall  not extend. to· 
acts relating to a product in which a 
design included within the scope o:( · 
protection of the 4esign right i's 
' inqoq)orated or t()  whi.ch  it is applied;·, 
when the product has beeri  put 'oil the 
· market in the Community by the holder  .. 
of the  de~ign right or with his com;ent.  · 
. Article 16. 
A. design right may be declared, invalid:· 
: evert after it lias .lapsed' or  ·has been  .  " 




· Ameride'd proposal · 
· Article 15 
·Exhaustion 
.  :  . . 
The. rights conferred by a· design right  . 
upon registration shall  riot extend  to~  , · 
acts a'elating to a product in which a 
'; design  in~luded within the. 'scope of  ·.· 
protection of the design right is.  . 
. inc:orporated or to  ~hich it is applied,  ·. 
wherfthe product has been put on the . 
.market in the Community by the holder, 
of  the design right, with his consent, or 
in accordance with the provisions of 
Artide  14  .. 
Article 16 . 
·.Deleted., 
· ..  ·. 
I  , 
Article 16a 
Right to 'information 
·· I.  Th.e  C~urt having jurisdictiop.to 
hear an action for -infringement of. 
a design.iight or to grant a request 
for interlocutory· measures shall, at 
34 
·the request of the righthqlder and 
. unless_ there' are' special reasons for 
not doing so,  order a  person to  · 
supply that right holder with · 
iriformation as to.the origin and the 
route for the commercial 
distribution of  goods allege'dly · 
infringing the. design right;-ifthe · 
person in  question: 
(a)  has been found in possession, 
for-commercial.purposes, of 
sucih  goods, or . 
.  ;. 
i-Original proposal  Amended proposal 
35 
(b)  has been identified by ·a person 
under (a) as being the origin  · 
or a link in the route for the 
commercial distribution of 
· such goods.-
2.  ·.  The information referred to under 
paragraph 1 shall comprise: 
(a)  the names and addresses of 
producers, suppliers and other 
prior possessors of the product 
and of commercial recipients  · 
.  or outlets, as well  as 
(b)  information on  the quantity of 
goods which have been 
produced, delivered, received 
or commissioned. 
, 3.  Paragraphs  1 and 2 shall. be 
without prejudice to other . 
provtstons: 
(a)  granting the right holder more 
far reaching rights to 
information; 
(b)  governing the use of 
· ·information provided under 
this Article, in  penal or ciyii 
procedures; 
(c)  governing liability for the 
abuse of a right to 
information; or 
(d)  affording the possibility of 
refusing to provide information 
that would force the person 
referred to in  paragraph 1 to 
admit the .existence of an 
infringement. 
I  . .  :·. 
'. 
'"' . 
: . ., 
.  :  .  '  . 
·  ,.  . · Origin  a!  proposal· · 
·Article 17 
The pr~visions of this Directive shall . 
be. Without: prejudice to any legal 
provisions  ~f  the Cmnmunity or of the 
Member State concerned. relating to 
unregistered design rights,  trademarks_-~ 
or other 4istinctiye· signs, patents and 
utility models; typefaces, civil liability, 
.  or unfair. competition . 
..  .  '  . 
-Article 18 
Amended proposal 
· ·  Article i  7. 
Relati(;nship to other forms of 
.. protection · , 
'  . 
the provisions of this Directiye ·  s~all 
be without prejudice to any  provisions 
of Community law or of the law qf  the  · 
Member State concerned relating to 
unregistered des.ign ·rights;· tnidem'Rrks 
or other distinctive signs, patents and 
· utility models, typefaces,· civil liability, 
-·  or unfair competition . 
Article u 
Relationsh~p t~ copyright •. 
'  ,.  r:, 
1.  Pending furth~r harmonisation ,of 
the laws of  copyright. of the . . 
· Member States, a design protected 
by a design right registered in  or 
for· a Member- State in accordance · 
·with. this  Directive·~h~Jl also be_.·  . 
eligible for  protectio~ ~hder the 
·  Jaw of copyright of that State as 
.  from· the date on which .  the design  . 
: was created·.or fixed·iri any folin,  · 
.  ifrespe~tive of  the number of  .  . 
products 'In  which such· design is  _·  · 
intended to be incorporated or to 
which it is intended to be applied . · 
and  irrespeetiye of whether the 
·  .. ·design can be dis·sociated from the 
· produCts in whi_ch  it is intended to 
be incorporated or 'to whic~ it is  · 
intended to be appli_ed.  The extent 
to which~ and the conditions under. 
which,  sttch a protectipn is  · 
conferred, including-the lever of .  ··· 
'origimility required;, .shall  be 
determined by  each Mernqer State. 
A design protected by  a _design  right  . 
·registered in,  or in respect .of,  a  .. 
·Member State in accordance with. this · 
. Directi~e shall also  -\J~ eligible for  . 
··protection urider the l~w of copyright 
of that State as frorri'the date on-which 
· · · the design  ~as  ·created· or fixed in _any  · 
f~rm. The ext~nt to which; and the ..  · 
, ... 
· conditipns'urider\Vhich, such a·  .  _ 
protectioi1 is· conferred, incb.tdirig the  _ 
level:of originality required, sh,all be 
;  .determined by each Member ·State_. . 





.  ... · 
'  '  ~  . '. 
·.I Original proposal 
2.  Pending further harmonisation of 
the laws of copyright of the 
Member States, each Member State 
shall  admit to the protection under 
its law of copyright a· design 
protected by a design right 
registered in or for this State which 
·fulfils the conditions required  · 
under such law, even if, in another 
Member State which is the country 
of origin of the design, the latter 
does not fulfil the conditions for 
protection under the law of 
.. copyright in that State. 
··Article 19 
1.  Meniber States shall bring irito 
force the laws, regulations or 
administrative provisions necessary 
to comply with this Directive 
by 31  October 1996. 
When Member States adopt these 
measures, these shall contain a 
reference to the Directive or shall 
be accompanied by  such reference 
at the· time of their official 
publication. The procedure for such 
reference shall be adopted by 
Member· States. 
2.  Member States shall  communicate 
to the Commission· the provisions 
of national· Jaw which they adopt in 





· Article 19 
Implementation 
1.  Member States shall bring into 
force the laws, regulations or 
admiiiis~rative provisions ~ecessaiy 
to comply with this Directive. 
by  1 January 1998. 
When Member States· adopt these 
provisions, thyse shaH contain a 
reference to this Directive or shall 
. be accompanied l;>y  such reference 
at the time of their official 
· publication.  The procedure for 
such reference shall  be adopted by 
Member States.  ·  · 
2.  Unchanged. 
.  J  ' 
!~ .  ) 
· Origi~al proposal · 
Article 20 
. : This DireCtive is addressed to :the  . · 
Member States: 
( 
.  i 
Done at  Brussels~ 
--·  ·, 
' 
.• t  ~  •  ' 
For_the  Europ~an Parliament  .. 
· The President  ·  ·  · 
'.· 
· Amended proposal 
·  ·. · Article 20 
Entry into force· 
This Directive· shall enterinto force on 
the twentieth day following that of its 
public.ation in the Official Journal of 
.the European Comlilunities  ..  .  .  \  .  -
Article ·21  · 
Addressees · 
This Directive is addressed to' the 
•  f  •  '  • 
Member States. 
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